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with their own hands—the smallholders and the tenants on
great estates. The country suffered more than the towns
from the rise of taxation.
During the wretched period of revolution in the third
century all the symptoms mentioned above ripened at a
terrible rate. The army and its leaders became the masters
of the empire. Conscious of their own strength, the soldiers
sought to use it to the utmost. From the puppets whom they
had placed on the throne they expected higher pay, large
donatives, and leave to pillage with impunity their fellow
citizens and especially the wealthy cities, towards which
soldiers drawn from the country felt both envy and hatred.
The army aimed also at the abolition of the privileges enjoyed
by the higher classes; they demanded that every soldier
should have free access to the highest posts, both military
and civil. In this point the soldiers were at one with some
of their own leaders, who from the time of Septimius Severus
grew more and more suspicious of the privileged classes. So
by degrees the officers, the last representatives of a higher
culture, disappeared from the army: they became indis-
tinguishable from the rank and file, and as rough and coarse
as their men. These officers, when they had served their time,
were often given civil posts ; and so the highest officials grew
barbarized by degrees, and adopted in their administrative
action those violent and arbitrary methods which had become
rooted in the dealings of the army with the civil population.
The emperors nominated by the army needed money
more than anything for success in the political conflict. The
only means of getting money was to increase taxation,
especially the taxation of landowners. In the constant wars
and movements of troops, provisions, arms, and means of
transport were indispensable. If there was no money, these
things must be taken by force from the people. Thus taxation
rose steadily in the third century; and also extraordinary
requisitions for the needs of the army became a regular
custom. The demands of the -emperors and their troops were
not submitted directly to the taxpayer, but to those bodies
which had always collected the taxes and were responsible to
the state for their payment in full. The same bodies were
responsible also for the receipt in full of dues levied in kind
by the state in addition to the taxes ; and when forced labour
was required, it was their duty to see that it was forthcoming.

